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Abstract

Coronavirus has unleashed ruin on the economy in an assortment of ways. The impact of the novel
coronavirus on different parts of the Indian economy and the economies of South Asian countries is
explored in this exploration paper. This present review's fundamental objectives are as per the following:
1. to comprehend impact of Covid-19 on in general Indian Economy and South Asian countries. 2. To
know impact of Covid-19 on various areas and 3. To discover the GDP development rate of the economy.
India's economy is the world's fifth most noteworthy, with a (GDP) of $2.94 trillion, outperforming the
United Kingdom and France to take fifth spot in 2019. India's GDP is likewise $10.51 trillion in buying
power equality (PPP), outperforming Japan and Germany and setting India as the world's third biggest
supporter of GDP. As indicated by information delivered by the International Monetary Fund, India's
GDP development premium over arising economies (EMs) is relied upon to drop to a seven-year low of
1.1 percent in the current financial year 2019-20, inferable from helpless venture, credit issues, cash
instability, more slow interest development, and expanding expansion (IMF). The review portrays the
genuine GDP development rate while considering market swelled last labor and products rates. As per
the ADB's COVID-19 pandemic standpoint, expansion in the sub-district will be moderate, averaging
4.1 percent in 2020, as food expansion in India facilitates because of further developed agribusiness. On
account of this minor inflationary rate in South Asia, the pandemic would cause the genuine GDP
development rate in all countries to dial back. With appropriations and value covers on fundamental
products, the Maldives' surprisingly low expansion will continue as before, in spite of a normal
crumbling in the suggested necessities. Pakistan, then again, would encounter twofold digit expansion
because of rising food costs. Yearly expansion in South Asian countries expanded fundamentally from
3.3 percent in 2019 to 2.4 percent in 2020, with genuine GDP ascending by 6.6 percent. As per Central
Statistics, India's ostensible GDP came to 728.6 USD billion in December 2019, and its GDP deflator
(verifiable cost deflator) expanded by 2.9 percent. In March 2019, India's GDP per capita was 2,044.6
USD. Steps taken to stop its spread, like state lockdowns, stopped financial movement and could
significantly affect both utilization and speculation.
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Introduction

Coronavirus illness has impacted every one of the countries across the globe. All countries have noticed
the impacts of the coronavirus at various levels. China, Italy, Spain, Grace, and the United States of
America have been impacted the most in the new past. All countries are making an honest effort to
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contain the impacts of coronavirus by going to different lengths like cross country lockdown, allowing
organizations somewhat with specific number of workers and sticking the social removing standards.
Coronavirus is an irresistible sickness and it spreads rapidly and it impact the existence of people by and
large. The principal instance of the COVID-19 has been identified in the Wuhan territory of China.
Taking this reference, United States of America faults China for the overall spread of corona infection
which caused passings of millions of individuals. According to the different reports worldwide economy
is probably going to be impacted by the corona infection to an exceptionally enormous degree. As per
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), worldwide GDP is probably going to be 3% just which least
since the economic crisis of the early 20s 1930. Because of COVID-19, economies exercises are shut and
business associations can't operate at their full limit. The current circumstance is moving towards
worldwide downturn which isn't really great for world GDP. Anyway the public authority is going to
different lengths to control it quickly. Following table shows the worldwide monetary situation and
probable impact of the COVID-19 on the Indian GDP.

Table-1: Comparative Impact

Moreover, Government is going to different lengths to counter the impacts of COVID-19. The public
authority has given rules expressing that individuals should clean up habitually, avoid others, cover
sniffle, control inbound and outbound travel. There is an exceptional spotlight on cover bearing and
incessant hand wash since there is no immunization up to this point created for the coronavirus patient.
Normal actual activities and yoga are additionally proposed as successful measures to control the impact
of the corona infection.

Objectives

1. To know impact of Covid-19 on diverse sectors
2. To find out the GDP growth rate of the economy.
3. To identify the impact of COVID-19 on each industry.

GDP growth rate

India development is relied upon to slow from 5.1 percent in 2019 to 4.1 percent in 2020, preceding
bouncing back to 6.0 percent in 2021 Bangladesh's development rate has eased back from 8.2% in 2019
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to 7.8% this year, as significant business sectors have avoided the nation's quick style material products
As worldwide customer feeling builds, development is projected to accelerate to 8.0 percent in 2021.

Source: ADB

As per the chart, Pakistan's development rate will drop to around 2.6 percent in 2020 as financial
soundness limits homegrown interest, cotton creation decays, and COVID-19 causes significant damage,
prior to ascending to 3.2 percent in 2021. The Maldives' GDP development rate fluctuates and is relied
upon to rise following the pandemic. The Maldives, as a travel industry subordinate country, turned
around a 5.7 percent development in 2019 with a 3.0 percent compression in 2020, as guest appearances
eased back. Sri Lanka's economy, which depends on the travel industry and the piece of clothing
industry, eased back by 2.2 percent in 2020, however is projected to increase at a rate of 3.5 percent in
2021. Nepal's development is projected to slow from 7.1 percent in 2019 to 5.3 percent in 2020, because
of debilitating farming and the travel industry, prior to bouncing back to 6.4 percent in 2021. In 2020,
Bhutan's development rate is relied upon to be around 5.2 percent. Afghanistan's development is relied
upon to stay unaltered in 2020, however to accelerate to 4.0 percent in 2021 as business and purchaser
trust get to the next level.
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Source: ADB

The real GDP development rate is portrayed in the above chart, which considers market expanded costs
for end results and administrations. As indicated by the ADB's COVID-19 pandemic standpoint,
expansion in the sub-district will be moderate, averaging 4.1 percent in 2020, as food expansion in India
decays because of further developed agribusiness. On account of this minor inflationary rate in South
Asia, the pandemic would cause the genuine GDP development rate in all countries to dial back. With
appropriations and value covers on fundamental merchandise, the Maldives' surprisingly low expansion
will continue as before, in spite of a normal decay in the suggested prerequisites. Pakistan, then again,
would encounter twofold digit expansion because of rising food costs. Yearly expansion in South Asian
countries expanded fundamentally from 3.3 percent in 2019 to 2.4 percent in 2020, with genuine GDP
ascending by 6.6 percent.

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

This paper depends on the optional information. This is the best an ideal opportunity to led research on
the optional information since individuals are not allowed to out from their home. Optional information
has been gathered from the different sources containing information connected with the exhibition of
GDP and other expansion during the lockdown. Auxiliary is gathered from the board libraries, diaries,
paper and magazines. This paper portrays exhaustively the assessed misfortune/benefit of the business
associations during lockdown.

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON INDUSTRIES

There are a few areas which are impacted by the COVID-19 and the possibilities of their recovery are
not soon. Their benefit is constantly diminishing and fixed expense is unblemished. Like media and
media outlet; all multiplexes are shut and individuals would rather not visit the multiplexes soon.
Numerous associations have taken advance from the business banks and other monetary establishments.
They need to pay interest on the advance notwithstanding of poor monetary position.
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Fig-1: Sector Wise Debt to Equity Ratio

Source: www.smallcase.com

High obligation to value proportion demonstrates that organizations are raising a larger number of assets
through obligation rather than value. A high obligation to value proportion additionally shows the
potential gamble related to the specific association. In any case, the obligation to value proportion in the
assembling and monetary area is extremely high on the grounds that these associations utilize more
obligations for business reasons. In the above table, data innovation and venture banking and financier
have low obligation to value proportion than different areas. The impact of COVID-19 is probably going
to be less on those organizations which have accepted fewer obligations when contrasted with those
associations which have taken high obligation.

Fig-2: Likely Impact on Growth and Inflation

Source: Deloitte Report

High GDP and low inflation are desired by all economies. Low inflation enables the people to spend
more and consumption activities are likely to be high. High consumption will create demand for other
goods and services. In the above table, GDP in the Q1FY21 is estimated to be 2.5-2.8% which is very
low as compare to the other sectors. COVID-19 has impacted the GDP in all quarters as given in the
table but the Q4FY21 is the lowest. The other effects of low GDP will be on the employment creation,
consumption activities and organization’s profitability. Furthermore, from Q3FY21-Q4FY22 seems to be
very promising and GDP of the country will start increasing at the low pace.

Results

SECTOR’S PERFORMANCE

Coronavirus has set out a few open doors for their development and advancement. There numerous
businesses which are developing at the high speed during the COVID-19. Drug industry has grown up
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dramatically during this infection and certain medications are more popular. India has traded. Drug
organizations are spending a great deal on the innovative work to make medication to keep away from
the adverse consequences of COVID-19. The interest for sanitizers and veils has expanded dramatically.
Synthetic areas will likewise see the appeal for its items because of rising interest of sanitizers and drugs.
Online instruction and web based preparation will likewise be into popularity.

Fig-3: Performance of sectors during COVID-19

Fig-4: Impact Of Covid-19 Between April-June 2020
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Coronavirus is impacting every one of the businesses in without a doubt. The level of impact isn't
something very similar across the areas. There are a few areas that are exceptionally delicate to the
COVID-19. Over the long haul, these organizations are relied upon to get back to the past level. During
COVID-19, monetary and land administrations have been impacted the most as portrayed in the above
chart. During April-June 2020, the banking, monetary administrations, and land industry have developed
by - 17.3%. Banking, monetary administrations, protection, and the land business contribute essentially
to the work age in the Indian economy. Workers have lost their employment and they don't have
business open doors sooner rather than later. The mining business has been impacted by the COVID-19
and their quarters-4 outcomes are not in line. These organizations are relied upon to bring about
misfortunes in the approaching not many quarters.

CONCLUSION

It is normal that in the transient the cost of operations, transportation, cargo and numerous different
administrations will rise. The Government is going to all potential lengths to deal with it effectively
anyway the specific impact will just be known once the corona period is finished. The economy is
expecting no. of monetary bundles (5% to 10% of GDP) to conquer this authentic lull. Subsequent to
investigating the different reports, it is presumed that the Indian economy has not been impacted as
seriously as different economies impacted. Nonetheless, a few enterprises have been impacted severely
and hit the monetary execution of the organizations seriously. Then again, a few businesses are
performing great and expected to perform well in the approaching not many quarters.
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